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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in
Italy, May 24-May 30 (Part 1)
A doctor and two nurses "died suddenly" (in their thirties), six found
dead in their homes, two "died suddenly" on motorcycles, two "died
suddenly" while bicycling, and all too many more

Mark Crispin Miller
Jun 1

May 24, 2022

The actor and singer Gennaro Cannavacciuolo died today in Rome. The news of
his death, at the age of 60 just three months ago, was greeted with great
amazement by many friends and colleagues who expressed their condolences on
social networks. Born in Pozzuoli on February 14, 1962, Cannavacciuolo had been
a pupil and then collaborator of Eduardo De Filippo and later also of Pupella
Maggio. As an actor, singer and stand-up comedian he has expressed his talent in
theater, cinema and television. But it is in the theater that his multifaceted talent
has manifested itself over a 40-year career spanning prose, musicals, operettas,
recitals and one-man-shows.

ITALY

Goodbye Cannavacciuolo,
Eduardo’s pupil, was preparing a
show on Totò
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https://alwaysfreshnews.com/news/entertainment/342673/goodbye-
cannavacciuolo-eduardos-pupil-was-preparing-a-show-on-toto/

May 30, 2022

Mourning in the world of the Apulian school: Professor Stefano Milda, for years
the head teacher of the De Ruggieri high school in Massafra, has died. The
principal, retired from 2018, was an esteemed person in the regional school
environment, for his leadership activity in the local high schools, but also for his
contribution to the categories of school workers, to the right to study, to training
and to culture. Stefano Milda was 69 years old. Recently, a�er a health problem,
his condition had deteriorated.

No cause of death reported.

https://bari.repubblica.it/cronaca/2022/05/30/news/e_morto_stefano_milda_p
reside_liceo_massafra-351822620/

May 28, 2022

School, goodbye to Stefano Milda,
69: the historic headmaster of the
Massafra high school died at the
age of 69

Struck down in the night, at 24, by
an illness

https://alwaysfreshnews.com/news/entertainment/342673/goodbye-cannavacciuolo-eduardos-pupil-was-preparing-a-show-on-toto/
https://bari.repubblica.it/cronaca/2022/05/30/news/e_morto_stefano_milda_preside_liceo_massafra-351822620/
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The doctors will establish the exact causes of the death which occurred shortly
a�er 11.30 pm on Friday 27 May 2022 in San Donato Milanese. A 24 year old
dies.

The ambulance and the medical service called from 118 arrived in via Maastricht
3, near a prestigious hotel, to help the young man, who was taken ill.

Unfortunately for him there was nothing to do. He passed away even before he
could be transferred to the hospital. The carabinieri of San Donato Milanese
intervened on the spot.

https://www.cronacaossona.com/2022/05/28/stroncato-nella-notte-a-24anni-
da-un-malore-san-donato-milanese/

May 30, 2022

Appalled in Borgosesia for the sudden death of a young general practitioner. It is
Alessandro Dellasette who for some years had taken over a doctor's o�ce in the
city center. He was 33 years old, and lived in Viale Rimembranze, where he was
found lifeless.

He had inherited the medical vocation from his father, a neurologist. The young
doctor le� his mother Adriana, who lives in Varallo, and a younger brother.

No cause of death reported.

A doctor (dead at 33) and two nurses (dead at 30, 35):

33-year-old doctor found dead at
home

https://www.cronacaossona.com/2022/05/28/stroncato-nella-notte-a-24anni-da-un-malore-san-donato-milanese/
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https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/30/medico-di-33-anni-trovato-morto-in-
casa/

May 25, 2022

Arianna Frasca, a very young nurse of John Paul II of Ragusa who passed away
due to an illness, died at the age of 30. The young professional served at the John
Paul II hospital in the Infectious Diseases department.

She leaves her husband, parents, brother and a large family who loved her and an
immense emptiness in all friends. In these hours, on social networks, messages of
condolence are continuing. Arianna was a highly respected professional, a lover of
nature. A smiling young woman whose life was taken too soon.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ragusaoggi.it/ragusa-piange-arianna-frasca-giovane-
infermiera-del-giovanni-paolo-ii-morta-a-causa-di-una-malattia/

Ragusa mourns Arianna Frasca, a
young nurse [at] John Paul II
[Hospital] who died of an illness

Young nurse dies in his sleep: a
family member finds him in the
room. As a boy he lost his mother
killed by his father

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/30/medico-di-33-anni-trovato-morto-in-casa/
https://www.ragusaoggi.it/ragusa-piange-arianna-frasca-giovane-infermiera-del-giovanni-paolo-ii-morta-a-causa-di-una-malattia/
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May 24, 2022

Senigallia - A young nurse was found dead yesterday morning in his home in
Bettolelle. This is Alessandro Limoncelli. He was 35 years old. It was a family
member who found him lifeless in his bed, where he had gone to call him not
seeing him yet. Sunday night he went to sleep and never woke up again.

Nothing was found in his room that could justify his death. The body was
transferred to the morgue of the city hospital pending the autopsy that will perhaps
be carried out today. Given the young age of the deceased, as is routine,
investigations were arranged. Alessandro Limoncelli worked at the Pergola
hospital. .

Alexander's adolescence had been marked by serious mourning. In 2000 his father
killed his mother and stabbed her and found himself, together with his brother,
growing up without parents. Nevertheless, he had followed his dreams and had
become a nurse, to make himself available to others and help those in need. He was
a very generous guy.

Alessandro was a cheerful boy, a companion, a lover of life despite the drama he
experienced in adolescence. The news in the city only spread last night. Many
friends had tried to contact him but he did not connect to social media since 10
pm on Sunday.

https://www.corriereadriatico.it/ancona/senigallia_ultime_notizie_giovane_i
nfermiere_muore_sonno_camera_familiare_ragazzo_perse_mamma_uccisa_
padre_ultime_notizie-6708103.html

Update 17/03/22: The government road map for easing anti-covid
measures establishes that the vaccination obligation for health workers

“Vaccination” is mandatory for health workers in Italy:

https://www.corriereadriatico.it/ancona/senigallia_ultime_notizie_giovane_infermiere_muore_sonno_camera_familiare_ragazzo_perse_mamma_uccisa_padre_ultime_notizie-6708103.html
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will remain active until December 31, 2022, with suspension from work
for those who do not respect it.

https://medicolavoro.org/obbligo-vaccinazione-operatori-sanitari/

May 26, 2022

Mourning in the world of Roman justice: Claudia Pellettieri, a young criminal
lawyer well known for her work in the classrooms of Piazzale Clodio and the
kindness and professionalism shown with clients and colleagues, died at the age of
37.

Pellettieri died of an illness that had not taken away either the smile or the passion
with which she faced her work every day. To give the news, expressing deep
condolences, was also the Criminal Chamber of Rome.

"She was not registered, but she was well known among her colleagues and
appreciated for the commitment, enthusiasm and spirit with which she dedicated
herself to the profession,” reads the note from the association of Roman criminal
lawyers. “Despite the terrible illness that took away, his presence in court was
constant until the end, and always at the forefront of the hearings and in the
o�cial defense that she followed with passion and a great sense of responsibility.
We hug with a�ection the unbridgeable pain of her loved ones, expressing her most
heartfelt condolences".

No cause of death reported.

https://www.romatoday.it/cronaca/claudia-pellettieri-morta-funerali.html

Mourning in Piazzale Clodio: lawyer
Claudia Pellettieri died at 37

https://medicolavoro.org/obbligo-vaccinazione-operatori-sanitari/
https://www.romatoday.it/cronaca/claudia-pellettieri-morta-funerali.html
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May 29, 2022

A man of about 60 died today, Sunday 29 May, in San Mauro Torinese. The man,
struck by illness, collapsed to the ground in via del Porto near Piazza Mochino.
For him there was nothing to do despite the intervention of the health personnel.
The carabinieri and municipal police o�cers were also on site.

The death occurred around 5 pm. It would be a man of about 60 from Moncalieri
who participated in the mangialonga as part of the strawberry festival in progress
in these hours between Settimo Torinese and San Mauro Torinese.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.torinotoday.it/cronaca/malore-strada-morto-san-Mauro-
Torinese.html

Collapsed “while walking in the street”:

Struck by illness, he collapses to
the ground while walking in the
street in San Mauro Torinese: dead

21-year-old runner “died suddenly” after collapse at dinner in a
restaurant:

Pavullo, sudden illness at the
restaurant: Gianmarco Verdi dies at
21

https://www.torinotoday.it/cronaca/malore-strada-morto-san-Mauro-Torinese.html
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May 29, 2022

The young man was having dinner in a restaurant in Torre Maina with a group of
friends when he suddenly lost consciousness. The attempt of the 118 sanctuaries
to revive him was useless, the 21-year-old died in hospital in Baggiovara shortly
a�er.

Gianmarco's family is well known in Pavullo, his father Ciro is president of Pavullo
FC and co-owner of Centrofrutta in via Serra di Porto. A�er graduating as a
commercial technician at Cavazzi, the young man studied Law in Modena. A level
athlete, in 2018 he had also participated in the student cross-country running
world championships in Paris: he had interrupted his career due to health
problems that he still kept under control and that had not minimally
compromised his life.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.lapressa.it/articoli/societa/pavullo-malore-improvviso-al-
ristorante-muore-a-21-a-gianmarco-verdi

May 28, 2022

“Died suddenly” after preparations for a party in the city
square:

Illness in the night, after the
preparations for the party in the
square in Boara: Luca Borella dies
at 56 years old

https://www.lapressa.it/articoli/societa/pavullo-malore-improvviso-al-ristorante-muore-a-21-a-gianmarco-verdi
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Boara Pisani - Country in mourning for the death of Massimo Luca Borella. He
was 56 years old. He died suddenly last night due to an illness. Pillar of the
community, he had been a city councilor. He has always been a collaborator of the
Civil Protection and a volunteer in many village activities.

He had greeted everyone late yesterday evening at the end of the �nal
preparations for the square party that should have been held today and which had
seen him, as always, among the most active promoters and volunteers.

https://mattinopadova.gelocal.it/padova/cronaca/2022/05/28/news/malore-
nella-notte-dopo-i-preparativi-per-la-festa-in-piazza-a-boara-luca-borella-
muore-a-56-anni-1.41473446

May 27, 2022

Campo San Martino - She bought her the latest gi� from her, a scented teddy bear,
and then she whispered with the last of her strength to her husband: "Say hello to
Nicole." Daniela Segato passed away at just 40 years old: Nicole's mother, 5 years
old, lived in Busiago and was originally from Isola Mantegna, in Piazzola sul
Brenta. She married to Mirko Battilana, who supported her at all times during the
months of her illness, she passed away on Thursday in the hospital in Cittadella.
Until Monday she showed up in the company where she worked.

https://mattinopadova.gelocal.it/padova/cronaca/2022/05/27/news/mamma-di-
40-anni-muore-per-un-melanoma-1.41470237

40-year-old mother dies of
melanoma

Six found dead in their homes:

https://mattinopadova.gelocal.it/padova/cronaca/2022/05/28/news/malore-nella-notte-dopo-i-preparativi-per-la-festa-in-piazza-a-boara-luca-borella-muore-a-56-anni-1.41473446
https://mattinopadova.gelocal.it/padova/cronaca/2022/05/27/news/mamma-di-40-anni-muore-per-un-melanoma-1.41470237
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May 26, 2022

Bagni di Lucca - Great emotion in Bagni di Lucca for the sudden death of Andrea
Ghilardi, 41. Death, a heart attack that le� him no way out, caught him alone,
at home. Carabinieri and Fire Brigade found him, around 10 in the morning, a�er
having forced the door of the house.

He worked in Lucca in an IT company expert in �nancing, his partners on Tuesday
morning, not seeing him arrive on time for work, as usual, were worried and tried
to �nd him on his cell phone, without receiving an answer. Suspecting something,
they decided to warn their sister about him. It was she who gave the alarm to the
Carabinieriwhich, in turn, alerted the Fire Brigade and a 118 ambulance, fearing
the worst.

A�er several attempts to contact him again, the �re brigade proceeded to force the
entrance door. Andrea was found at home, now lifeless. He was a Rally enthusiast
and, more particularly, Vintage Cars, for which he was well known and respected
throughout Tuscany and beyond, having been president of the Beta Montecarlo
club Italia until last year. His friend Roberto Bacci remembers him, distraught,
with whom he actively collaborated in organizing rallies. "Andrea,” commented
Bacci, “ was not only a friend and a great collaborator, but above all a companion
in adventures. I will miss him."

https://www.lanazione.it/lucca/cronaca/trovato-in-casa-stroncato-da-un-
infarto-a-41-anni-1.7717019

Found in the house struck down by
a heart attack at 41

https://www.lanazione.it/lucca/cronaca/trovato-in-casa-stroncato-da-un-infarto-a-41-anni-1.7717019
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May 25, 2022

A 34-year-old Nigerian national was found dead at home. The man lived in
Athena Lucana's apartment with another person. It was she who raised the alarm
on seeing him lifeless, but unfortunately the intervention of the 118 health workers
only served to con�rm his death.

According to the external examination of the body, the 34-year-old died of natural
causes, a sudden illness that le� him no way out.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.infocilento.it/2022/05/25/giovane-trovato-morto-in-casa-
dramma-ad-atena-lucana/

May 25, 2022

Died in her sleep due to illness. Condolence in San Vito al Tagliamento for the
death of Claudia D'Amore: she was 48 years old and cared for an elderly person at
home. To �nd her yesterday morning, May 24, her neighbor lifeless in the bed at
home who, seeing the shutters still lowered, she who used to wake up very early
tried to call her on her phone, but received no answer. Worried, he then decided to
move from one terrace to another and force a window frame. Once inside the

Young man found dead at home,
drama to Atena Lucana

Cardiac arrest, Claudia D'Amore,
48, dies in her sleep

https://www.infocilento.it/2022/05/25/giovane-trovato-morto-in-casa-dramma-ad-atena-lucana/
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house, he found her lying in bed. She looked like she was still sleeping, but the 48-
year-old was dead.

As ilmessaggero.it writes, the attempts to revive her by the 118 health personnel
were useless, who by ambulance reached via Marconi, which is located a few tens
of meters away from the hospital, where the woman lived alone near the bar
Bacchero.

On Monday evening a pain in a shoulder tormented Claudia D'Amore. For this
she had taken a painkiller and at midnight she had sent a message to a friend with
whom she con�ded: "I feel better, don't worry." Claudia would have fallen asleep,
dying shortly a�er in her sleep due to cardiac arrest.

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/25/arresto-cardiaco-claudia-damore-
muore/

May 25, 2022

Mattia Van Glabbeek died in his sleep at the age of 31 on Sunday 22 May.
According to initial information, the boy, a former rugby promise, who worked as a
pastry chef in a bar in the San Giusto area, should have gone to work as usual, but
that day he did not show up.

An unexpected absence that worried his colleagues, who went to look for him in his
home, which is located in Narnali. There they found him, unfortunately lifeless in
his bed. Help was immediately called and arrived in an ambulance. Arriving at the

31-year-old former rugby player
who died in his sleep: autopsy
ordered

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/25/arresto-cardiaco-claudia-damore-muore/
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young man's home, the doctor was unable to do anything to save him, but only to
ascertain his death.

The prosecutor on duty ordered the autopsy exam to ascertain the causes of the
boy's death. Only a�er the autopsy will it be possible to �x the funeral. It is a
young man who, since he was a child, practiced sports.

https://www.ultimaparola.com/2022/05/26/rugbista-31enne-morto-sonno-
disposta-autopsia/

May 22, 2022

Shock yesterday evening in Caserta, where Decio Capobianco, 62, a well-known
professional in the area, was found dead at home by his wife.

According to initial information, the woman went out in the early a�ernoon for
some errands, but once she returned to her apartment in via Pierpaolo Pasolini, she
made the bitter discovery. However, she immediately raised the alarm, but there
was already nothing more for the man to do. Probably the cause of his death is a
sudden illness.

https://www.minformo.com/2022/05/22/choc-in-casa-esce-per-alcune-
commissioni-ma-al-rientro-trova-il-marito-morto/

Reported on May 22:

Shock at home: she goes out for
some errands but returns to find
her husband dead

https://www.ultimaparola.com/2022/05/26/rugbista-31enne-morto-sonno-disposta-autopsia/
https://www.minformo.com/2022/05/22/choc-in-casa-esce-per-alcune-commissioni-ma-al-rientro-trova-il-marito-morto/
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May 25, 2022

Querceta (Lucca) - The heart of that robust and sporty man suddenly stopped.
The drama took place yesterday morning in the house in via delle Ciocche where
Giuseppe Giovannetti, 66, was killed lifeless. The discovery was made by his wife,
the municipal police commissioner Elena Navari, who became alarmed a�er
repeated empty calls.

In fact, around 9 am Giovannetti should have gone to pick up his daughter
Martina, a 33-year-old psychologist, at the Pisa airport upon returning from a trip
to the Netherlands: as soon as the girl got o� the plane she called her mother to tell
her that her father was not arrived.

Elena Navari, who was serving in the municipal police headquarters, thus
repeatedly tried to contact her husband. Then the terrible intuition that
something was wrong. So she, together with her colleague Enzo Faraboschi, let her
take her home: Giuseppe's car was still in the garage and the door was locked.

The man was on the ground in the corridor. From there the torment and the
desperate attempt of Faraboschi to revive him while waiting for the arrival of 118.

When the doctor arrived on the spot he could not help but ascertain the death.
Giovannetti was a well-known character: for some years in pensone, he was
originally from Montiscendi and had �rst been a municipal employee in
Massarosa, then for 25 years in Forte dei Marmi where he worked as a road sign
worker and was always available.

Passionate about bikes and skis, it was not uncommon to see him pedaling along
the seafront. Giuseppe was a sporty man and just the day before he had returned

The daughter waits in vain. He had
died of a heart attack
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from a holiday at the spa and was already planning a trip to the Canaries.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.lanazione.it/viareggio/cronaca/giuseppe-giovannetti-querceta-
morto-1.7710800

May 27, 2022

Mourning in Afragola for the death of Giovanni Anastasio. Giovanni, 34, was
killed by an illness that le� him no way out. The young man, who had also
applied for the last city administration, was preparing his wedding with his
Valentina who is now mourning him along with relatives and friends.

In reality, it is the entire city community that is being destroyed by this untimely
demise. Giovanni, in fact, is remembered by all as a decent person and always
available.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/27/malore-improvviso-giovanni-muore-a-
34-anni/

Sudden illness, Giovanni dies at 34

Two “died suddenly” on motorcycles:

He falls off his motorbike due to an
illness during a rally in Nucetto: a
centaur dies

https://www.lanazione.it/viareggio/cronaca/giuseppe-giovannetti-querceta-morto-1.7710800
https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/27/malore-improvviso-giovanni-muore-a-34-anni/
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May 29, 2022

A motorcyclist, participant in the non-competitive Monferraglia amateur rally in
Val Tanaro, fell from his motorcycle while traveling a forest track in the Bric area
of   the snake in the Nucetto area, probably due to illness. The accident occurred
around noon today, Sunday 29 May. Help arrived when his heart had stopped, for
him there was nothing to do. In addition to the 118 medical assistance, the
�re�ghters and a mountain rescue team intervened.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.quotidianopiemontese.it/2022/05/29/cade-dalla-moto-per-un-
malore-durante-un-raduno-a-nucetto-morto-centauro/

May 29, 2022

Matteo Mazzoldi, the 22-year-old from Nago, a Trentino municipality a few
kilometers from the border with Brescia, was on his way to work on his motorbike,
who lost his life on the morning of Sunday 29 May, on the Gardesana Orientale.
The rush of rescuers in vain, for the young man there was nothing to do.

The call to Nue 112 came around 9 am. The young man was traveling towards
Malcesine when, for reasons still under investigation, he went o� the road at the
end of a small curve, bumping into a rock face on the Garda road.

The agents of the Riva del Garda tra�c police, the �re�ghters, the medical team
with the helicopter and the Trentino emergency ambulance immediately intervened
on the spot but there was nothing to do for the young man.

Yet another road tragedy: a biker
died on his way to work

https://www.quotidianopiemontese.it/2022/05/29/cade-dalla-moto-per-un-malore-durante-un-raduno-a-nucetto-morto-centauro/
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https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/incidente-stradale/Matteo-Mazzoldi-
lago-garda.html

May 24, 2022

The sickness on the bicycle, the ambulance and helicopter rescue, the desperate
rush to the hospital and �nally death. These are the dramatic moments
experienced this a�ernoon in Robecchetto con Induno, in particular in Malvaglio,
where a man in his sixties suddenly felt ill, perhaps thanks to the heat that is
characterizing these days, while he was riding his bike. His health conditions
immediately made him fear the worst. In fact, an ambulance from the Red Cross of
Legnano arrived to help him and, a�er carrying out the �rst medications,
transported the man in very serious condition to the hospital in Legnano.

A�er the desperate rush to the Legnanese hospital, the doctors tried in every
possible way to keep the victim of the illness alive. But their e�orts, unfortunately,
proved in vain.

No cause of death reported.

https://primamilanoovest.it/attualita/e-morto-luomo-che-ha-accusato-il-
malore-in-bicicletta/

Two collapsed while bicycling:

The man who accused the sickness
on his bicycle died

Biker dies of an illness in the
Cavallirio woods; he was in the

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/incidente-stradale/Matteo-Mazzoldi-lago-garda.html
https://primamilanoovest.it/attualita/e-morto-luomo-che-ha-accusato-il-malore-in-bicicletta/
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May 27, 2022

Tragedy yesterday in the Cavallirio woods. A �re brigade team from the
Borgomanero detachment intervened at around 7 pm for a rescue per person in the
municipality of Cavallirio. It was a group of friends who were on a mountain bike
along a cycle path in the woods when one of them fell ill. Unfortunately, the
rescues were in vain and the 118 doctor could only ascertain the death. The �re
brigade team took care of recovering the deceased.

No age or cause of death reported.

https://notiziaoggi.it/cronaca/biker-muore-per-un-malore-nei-boschi-di-
cavallirio/

May 29, 2022

Monsignor Ernesto Vecchi, emeritus auxiliary bishop of the diocese, died in
Bologna. He was 86 years old. His death occurred on the evening of May 28, due
to a sudden illness. He was expected in the Cathedral, as every evening, for the
prayer of the Rosary in front of the Madonna di San Luca. In the Cathedral the

company of a group of friends and
was tackling a path.

Bishop emeritus “died suddenly” before his nightly visit to
cathedral:

Monsignor Ernesto Vecchi, bishop
emeritus of Bologna died: illness
before going to the Cathedral

https://notiziaoggi.it/cronaca/biker-muore-per-un-malore-nei-boschi-di-cavallirio/
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announcement was made at the beginning of the prayer, while the bell rings,
engaged on the bell tower of San Pietro, made the funeral announcement.

No cause of death reported.

https://corrieredibologna.corriere.it/bologna/cronaca/22_maggio_29/morto-
monsignor-ernesto-vecchi-vescovo-emerito-bologna-malore-prima-andare-
cattedrale-a1d640da-df12-11ec-b453-abc37cb241c1.shtml

May 25, 2022

Killed by a sudden illness, a few days a�er his 75th birthday. Gian Aronne
Bonomini - known by everyone as Gianni - died in the night between Saturday and
Sunday in his home in Gargnano. He had recently returned home, a�er an evening
spent in the company of old friends, in a bar in the town. The alarm raised by his
wife was useless: there was nothing more to be done for the 74-year-old.

He was well known in the town, above all for his social commitment and among the
benches of the municipal council: since the end of the 90s he had held numerous
administrative positions. Deputy mayor at the time of the junta led by Daniele
Roscia, he was currently a councilor with responsibility for social services. Before
retirement, he had been a teacher at the town's primary school for a long time, then
he had worked at Tavina di Salò.

No cause of death reported.

“Died suddenly” after an evening out with friends:

Evening at the bar with friends,
then the sudden illness: former
deputy mayor died

https://corrieredibologna.corriere.it/bologna/cronaca/22_maggio_29/morto-monsignor-ernesto-vecchi-vescovo-emerito-bologna-malore-prima-andare-cattedrale-a1d640da-df12-11ec-b453-abc37cb241c1.shtml
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https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/gian-aronne-bonomini.html

May 28, 2022

Recoaro Terme - Drama at the 17 / o Rally Storico Campagnolo held in the
Vicenza area: a 51-year-old driver aboard car number 88 who drove with his 21-
year-old daughter at his side as a navigator had a sudden illness on the route of
transfer a�er the stage of Recoaro which was fatal to him.

The man managed to pull over and never regained consciousness. The tender was
canceled due to respect for what happened. Verona emergency helicopter on site;
the doctors tried to revive the man but for the pilot there was nothing to do. No
injury to the daughter.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/28/rally-storico-campagnolo-pilota-si-
accascia-e-muore/

May 28, 2022

“Died suddenly” while driving, with his daughter, in a race car
rally:

Rally Storico Campagnolo, rider
collapses and dies

Dental technician struck down by
illness: he leaves his wife and three
children

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/gian-aronne-bonomini.html
https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/28/rally-storico-campagnolo-pilota-si-accascia-e-muore/
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Conegliano - Graziano Ceschin, belonging to a well-known family throughout the
Coneglianese area, suddenly passed away at the age of 58, leaving his loved ones
and the many people who loved him in pain.

A friendly person to everyone, he was well-liked for his kindness. His death
occurred last Wednesday. He leaves his wife Nadia Lucchetta, well-known and
esteemed researcher of local history, author of several volumes that have been
published and organizer of original and important cultural events, the three
children Filippo, Elia and Stella, his brother Marco, the sisters-in-law, the brothers-
in-law and grandchildren.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/28/odontotecnico-stroncato-da-un-malore-
lascia-la-moglie-e-tre-�gli/

May 27, 2022

Maddaloni - The funeral of Cira Corsiero, 26, the young Anavo volunteer who
passed away yesterday due to sudden illness, will be celebrated today at 4 pm at
the church of Sant'Antonio in Maddaloni.

Numerous messages of a�ection from those who have clung to the pain of the
family including that of the Criminal Chamber of Santa Maria Capua Vetere
which has clung to the pain of the lawyer Mario Corsiero for "the premature and
sudden death of his young daughter", reads in the note of condolence.

No cause of death reported.

Sudden illness, Cira Corsiero dies at
26

https://www.imolaoggi.it/2022/05/28/odontotecnico-stroncato-da-un-malore-lascia-la-moglie-e-tre-figli/
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https://casertace.net/la-morte-improvvisa-di-cira-a-soli-26-anni-oggi-
lultimo-saluto/

May 27, 2022

On Friday he su�ered a sudden heart attack: he was 44 years old. "We decided to
donate Roberto's organs because he was generous by nature. We are sure that he,
from above, will appreciate".

The words of Angelo Crispi, brother of Roberto, a well-known breeder from
Porlezza who last Friday had accused a serious illness irreversibly losing all brain
activity, arouse strong emotions. Roberto Crispi was the victim of a heart attack in
the middle of his life, but someone else will continue to live thanks to him and the
nice gesture of his family.

"For me and my mother it is a bad blow," continues the brother. "Friday night we
were all at home and we immediately understood that his illness was serious.
Despite the timely arrival of help, there was unfortunately nothing to be done. My
brother died on Friday night; we decided to honor him by donating his organs and
now we are waiting to agree on the date of the funeral to greet him one last time.
But at home there will remain a great void".

https://www.laprovinciadicomo.it/stories/lago-e-valli/porlezza-addio-
allallevatore-crispi-donati-gli-organi_1430411_11/?
attach_a_&src=img&site_source=RelatedBottomImg-1430411

Porlezza, goodbye to the Crispi
breeder: organs donated

A mysterious drowning:

https://casertace.net/la-morte-improvvisa-di-cira-a-soli-26-anni-oggi-lultimo-saluto/
https://www.laprovinciadicomo.it/stories/lago-e-valli/porlezza-addio-allallevatore-crispi-donati-gli-organi_1430411_11/?attach_a_&src=img&site_source=RelatedBottomImg-1430411
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Another victim of the lake, another victim of the waters of Viale Geno. This
morning around 8 at the Sant'Anna hospital the death of the 17-year-old was
o�cially declared who a few hours earlier, around 21 last night, the �re�ghters had
�shed out in the waters of the lake in front of his brother's eyes. and his friends.

The boy was of Turkish nationality, as were the peers who were with him. It seems
that he dived a bit for fun, a bit in search of refreshment. The thermal shock was
fatal to him. An illness knocked him unconscious and dragged him to the
bottom, at a depth of �ve or six meters.

At Sant'Anna he was subjected to the "Ecmo" procedure, through a system that
allows "extracorporeal membrane oxygenation", in an attempt to replace and
restore cardiac and respiratory activity as well as to resolve severe hypothermia.
Unfortunately this morning at 8 the young man died.

https://www.laprovinciadicomo.it/stories/como-citta/e-morto-il-giovane-
soccorso-nel-lago-si-era-tu�ato-da-viale-geno_1430475_11/?
site_source=MoreSeen-1430475

May 28, 2022

The young man rescued in the lake
died

Ill in his sleep, Luca, 56 years old,
football coach, pillar of
volunteering, dies suddenly

https://www.laprovinciadicomo.it/stories/como-citta/e-morto-il-giovane-soccorso-nel-lago-si-era-tuffato-da-viale-geno_1430475_11/?site_source=MoreSeen-1430475
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Boara Pisani - Luca Borella, 56-year-old pillar of volunteering and civic
commitment in Boara Pisani, died suddenly last night. He worked as a janitor at
the village school and everyone appreciated him for his human skills and his
marked altruism. For 15 years he was a city councilor, he was busy in the Civil
Protection and as a football coach. Borella had no particular health problems
and his death le� his partner and two children dismayed.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilgazzettino.it/nordest/padova/malore_morto_luca_borella_allen
atore_calcio_bidello_boara_pisani_consigliere_comunale-6718545.html

May 28, 2022

The alarm went o� at 10 this morning. Rescuers from 118 were immediately
brought to the scene, including the Areu helicopter from Bergamo. But
unfortunately for the 64-year-old man su�ering from a heart attack, there was
nothing more to be done. The drama took place today, Saturday 28 May in
Calolziocorte .

The man, a bricklayer known in the area and resident in Torre De 'Busi, was
carrying out some work in via Toscanini, in the hilly area of   the city, when he
suddenly collapsed to the ground following a sudden illness and went under
arrest cardiac.

A bricklayer “died suddenly” while working:

Calolzio, 64, struck down by a heart
attack in via Toscanini

https://www.ilgazzettino.it/nordest/padova/malore_morto_luca_borella_allenatore_calcio_bidello_boara_pisani_consigliere_comunale-6718545.html
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Rescuers arrived on the spot, with the helicopter noticed by many Calolzians �ying
over the hamlet of La Cà where it then landed in support of the medical crew
arrived by ambulance from Lecco. Despite the �rst treatments and resuscitation
attempts, the 64-year-old never recovered and unfortunately died on the spot.
The Carabinieri of the Calolziocorte station also arrived at the scene of the drama.

The bricklayer who lost his life is called Ugo Rossetti (pictured) . Originally from
Carenno and owner of a construction company, he lived in the hamlet of San
Gottardo. He leaves his wife Miriam and daughter Barbara, as well as his sister
Elisabetta.

https://www.leccotoday.it/cronaca/calolzio-muratore-morto-infarto-.html
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2 replies by Mark Crispin Miller and others

Jun 1Mark Charpentier

These stories are just all so shocking and sad. I wish there were a way to canvas the
same info for 1 year or 2 years ago to see if these 30-35 deaths would have been so
much lower pre vax. I just don't understand how others do not see this!

4 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Jun 1Elizabeth Holter

Perhaps it is time to coin a new name… a new syndrome. SADS. Sudden adult death
syndrome. The deaths in sleep are particularly striking, as are the ones in the act of
driving.
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